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Improved GaN xAs1Àx quality grown by molecular beam epitaxy
with dispersive nitrogen source

S. Z. Wang,a) S. F. Yoon,b) W. K. Loke, T. K. Ng, and W. J. Fan
School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Microelectronics Center, Block S1, S1-B2c-20, Nanyang
Technological University, and Singapore-Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Alliance,
Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 639798, Republic of Singapore

~Received 2 November 2001; accepted 6 May 2002!

A modified mode for GaAsN growth using solid-source molecular beam epitaxy in conjunction with
dispersive nitrogen to avoid the bombardment effect of energetic nitrogen ions is reported.
High-quality GaAsN epilayers and good GaAsN/GaAs interfaces were achieved using this growth
mode. The results suggest that the surface of samples grown using dispersive nitrogen has fewer
defects than those grown using the direct nitrogen beam. The optical quality of GaAsN samples
grown using the dispersive nitrogen technique was found to improve, due to the lower nitrogen ion
bombardment effect. This growth technique is expected to be advantageous for growing
high-quality GaAsN materials for optoelectronic applications. ©2002 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand for 1.3 and 1.55mm optical com-
munication systems and networks paves the way for the
velopment of new material systems such as GaAs-base
trides. This material system, when grown on a Ga
substrate, offers the strong possibility of making devices t
are able to operate at such wavelengths due to the large
gap bowing effect. Laser diodes operating at a 1.3mm wave-
length based on the quarternary GaInAsN on GaAs subs
have been demonstrated.1 The use of GaAs-based GaInAs
and GaAsSbN materials for potential applications in a 1
mm laser diode application has also been reported.2 The high
conduction band discontinuity of possibly more than 3
meV at the interface of the III–~V,N!/III–V heterostructure3

has the potential for creating semiconductor lasers wit
high characteristic temperatureT0 exceeding 150 K. Indeed
recently aT0 value of 148 K was demonstrated in GaInAs
GaAs quantum well lasers emitting at 1.3mm.4

Recent attempts have been focused on obtaining Ga
based nitrides of sufficiently high quality for the fabricatio
of laser diodes. A number of epitaxial techniques have
portedly been used for growing GaAsN. These techniq
include metalorganic chemical vapor deposition~MOCVD!,5

molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!,6 and metalorganic~MBE!.7

It is known that most nitrides are relatively stable at t
growth temperatures used in MOCVD due to the strong N
bonds, hence making it difficult to incorporate nitrogen
oms into GaAs. Using the plasma-assisted MBE techniqu
large nitrogen concentration in excess of 10%8 has been suc
cessfully incorporated into the GaAsN materials. Howev
the layer quality is far from the requirement for device fa
rication and could be susceptible to degradation due to
presence of energetic nitrogen ions, resulting in poor opt
properties.

a!Also at Singapore-Massachusetts Institute of Technology~MIT ! Alliance.
b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
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To minimize the bombardment effect of energetic nitr
gen ions, the GaAsN materials in our study were grown
ing the dispersive plasma-activated nitrogen technique
solid-source MBE~SSMBE! system. Compared to the con
ventional MBE and MOCVD technique, this is a modifie
growth method. Double-crystal x-ray diffraction~XRD! and
photoluminescence~PL! measurements, as well as the obs
vation of a clear~234! streaky reflection high-energy elec
tron diffraction ~RHEED! pattern, indicate that the sample
have high crystalline and optical quality and a good int
face.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The GaAsN samples were grown in a SSMBE syste
This system was equipped with five standard effusion c
for indium, gallium, aluminum, beryllium, and silicon, thre
cracker cells for arsenic, phosphorous, and hydrogen,
one plasma source for nitrogen, respectively. The purity
all the source charges is six nines. All samples were gro
on ~001!-oriented semi-insulating GaAs substrates that w
prepared using standard preparation procedures. A~234!
surface reconstruction was maintained during the en
growth process. The beam equivalent pressures used fo
and As were 4.531027 and 6.231026 Torr, respectively.
The V/III ratio was fixed at about 14 for the growth of a
samples. The above beam-equivalent pressures result
growth rate of;1.0 m/h verified by time-resolved RHEED
measurements and a step profiler. The nitrogen pla
source works at a nitrogen background pressure of
31026 Torr in the presence of As4 ~6.231026 Torr! and was
activated by radio frequency~rf! power greater than 60 W to
maintain the plasma in high brightness mode.

An undoped GaAs buffer layer of;300 nm was first
grown onto the GaAs substrate at 590 °C. The substrate t
perature was then reduced to the desired value of 460 °C
growth of the GaAsN epilayer. The GaAsN sample e
ployed here was;100 nm in thickness, with a GaAs ca
layer of 20 nm. XRD measurements were carried out on
il:
13642Õ20„4…Õ1364Õ4Õ$19.00 ©2002 American Vacuum Society
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samples. PL experiments were carried out at 4 K. Usin
514.5 nm beam from an argon ion laser, excitation was
near normal incidence. The PL signals were detected usi
liquid-nitrogen cooled germanium~Ge! detector in associa
tion with a standard lock-in technique.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fundamental characteristic of conventional MB
growth depends on the material fluxes, which are supp
directly to the growth surface. Under such conditions, d
namic processes on the growth surface govern the gro
characteristics. In our experiment, the growth of GaAsN u
a conventional gallium-effusion cell and a cracker cell
arsenic. A rf activated plasma source is used to generate
nitrogen species. A shutter is inserted into the path of
nitrogen beam in order to interrupt the energetic nitrog
ions and prevent them from bombarding directly onto
growth surface. Hence, the nitrogen species are supplie
the growth surface in a dispersive manner, using the ba
ground pressure in the growth chamber as an indicator.
cause the shutter is also utilized as a cooled shield for
plasma source, the energetic species generated by the pl
source can be reduced to lower energy states when the
cies impinge onto the cooled shutter.

Because the shutter is electrically grounded, positively
negatively charged plasma products can be neutralized.
having as a kind of energy attenuation and charge filter,
cooled and grounded shutter enables the supply of neu
ized nitrogen radicals to the growth surface. This has b
confirmed by quadrapole mass spectrometer measurem
of the nitrogen radicals and results from material growth
periments to be discussed later in this article.

For our MBE system configuration, the optimal bac
ground nitrogen pressure for effective operation of
plasma source is;3.431026 Torr. All samples reported
herein were grown under this optimal pressure conditi
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the nitrogen c
position in the GaAsN epilayers and the rf power applied
the plasma source. The nitrogen composition was determ
by fitting the dynamical theory to the XRD experiment
data. Our experiments reveal that the nitrides can be gr
with either a direct nitrogen beam from the plasma source
dispersive nitrogen from the background. In Fig. 1, the so
diamond symbols indicate the nitrogen composition
GaAsN grown with direct nitrogen beam from the plasm
source, while the solid dot symbols denote the correspond
nitrogen composition in GaAsN epilayers grown with disp
sive nitrogen source.

It is noted that regardless of whether the growth was c
ried out with a direct nitrogen beam or a dispersive nitrog
source, the nitrogen composition in the GaAsN epilayer
creases monotonously as the rf power increases. Our m
surements revealed that the nitrogen flux from the direct
trogen beam is;2.031027 Torr. Therefore, the solid
diamond symbols represent the combined data caused b
direct nitrogen beam and background active nitrogen in
chamber.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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The solid line fitted through the dot symbols was obtain
by assuming the number of active nitrogen species in
background is a linear function of the rf power. The excelle
agreement between the fitted line and experimental data
dicates that the assumption of a linear relationship betw
the active nitrogen concentration and rf power is reasonab9

On the other hand, the nitrogen composition in t
GaAsN epilayer grown with a direct nitrogen beam exhib
a superlinear behavior following the increase in rf pow
suggesting a saturation behavior in nitrogen incorporati
Because the nitrogen composition in the material contribu
by dispersive nitrogen does not show any deviation fr
linearity, the saturation behavior in nitrogen incorporation
material grown using a direct nitrogen beam can possibly
attributed to the saturation of activated nitrogen flux emitti
from the plasma source, due to a decrease of the rf po
coupling factor. This explanation is reasonable, because
nitrogen within the plasma source has pressure as low
1022– 1024 Torr, and there is a limit to how much the r
power can be coupled to the nitrogen gas.

Figure 2 shows two XRD rocking curves of the GaAs
layers at the~004! diffraction direction. The solid curve is
data from the sample grown with the dispersive nitrog
source. The dashed curve is data from the sample gr
using the direct nitrogen beam. With reference to the Ga
substrate peak, the GaAsN peak is easily identifiable, and
nitrogen composition deduced from the simulation resul
;1.3%. This is in good agreement with the nitrogen comp
sition result of;1.3% deduced from the secondary ion ma
spectroscopy measurement. Consistent with the RHEED
tern observations, the strong XRD peak further testifies
the high quality of the GaAsN epilayer. Strong fringes a
also observed in both XRD spectra, indicating the prese
of a smooth and abrupt GaAsN/GaAs interface. The XR

FIG. 1. Experimental and fitting results of nitrogen composition in GaA
layer vs rf power of the nitrogen plasma source, under the conditions i
cated: ~l! nitrogen composition in GaAsN grown with direct nitroge
beam,~•! nitrogen composition in GaAsN epilayers grown with dispersi
nitrogen source.
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1366 Wang et al. : Improved GaN xAs1Àx quality 1366
result of our sample grown with a dispersive nitrogen sou
has a smaller full width at half-maximum~FWHM! value
compared to that reported by Harmandet al.,10 whose
samples have nitrogen composition of;1.1% to;1.2%.

In addition to the fact that the XRD peak of the samp
grown with the dispersive nitrogen source is stronger th
that of the sample grown with the direct nitrogen beam,
FWHM of the XRD peak of the sample grown with dispe
sive nitrogen source is also narrower than that of the sam
grown using the direct nitrogen beam~195 versus 251
arcsec!. This clearly indicates higher crystalline quality
the sample grown with the dispersive nitrogen source co
pared to the sample grown using the direct nitrogen beam
is presented in Table I, which shows a comparison of
samples grown under direct nitrogen beam and disper
nitrogen. Furthermore, the sample grown with the dispers
nitrogen source has more fringes in the XRD spectrum,
dicating the presence of a smoother and more abrupt in
face between the GaAsN and GaAs layers.

In an rf activated direct nitrogen beam process, the ni
gen species include N atoms, N1 and N2

1 ions, and meta-
stable N* atoms and N2* molecules in the excited states.11,12

The excited molecular species, such as N2
1 and N2* , are the

effective reactive species. Due to difficulty in breaking t
extremely strong N–N chemical bonds at the low substr

FIG. 2. XRD rocking curve of the as-grown GaAsN epilayer in the~004!
diffraction direction. The solid curve is data from the sample grown wit
dispersive nitrogen source, and the dashed curve is data from the sa
grown using a direct nitrogen beam.
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temperature in MBE growth, these species are readily inc
porated into the material to form clusters. Thus, both
crystalline and interface quality of the material can be d
graded by the presence of N2

1 and N2* reactive species.
This is the reason why the sample grown with the dir

nitrogen beam has a broader XRD peak and fewer fringe
the spectrum. In the case of the dispersive nitrogen sou
the N2

1 ions are neutralized, and the N2* molecules are re-
laxed to the ground state to form N2 molecules. These N2
molecules then become part of the N2 background, which
does not participate in the growth process. The advantage
using the dispersive nitrogen source in MBE growth
GaAsN are further corroborated by the following experime
tal evidence.

Figure 3 shows two PL spectra of the GaAsN epilayers
4 K. The solid curve is the data from the sample grown w
a dispersive nitrogen source, and the dashed curve is the
from the sample grown using a direct nitrogen beam. The
peaks of both spectra, which are located at;1034 nm~;1.2
eV!, are consistent with the XRD results. It is noted that t
PL peak of the sample grown with the dispersive nitrog
source is much stronger than that of the sample grown w
the direct nitrogen beam.

Furthermore, the FWHM of the PL peak of the samp
grown with the dispersive nitrogen source is as narrow
42.4 meV. This is significantly smaller than that of th
sample grown with the direct nitrogen beam of 99.2 me
indicating the higher crystalline quality in the sample grow
with the dispersive nitrogen source, as is shown in Tabl
Moreover, the sample grown with the direct nitrogen be
has a prominent low-energy tail in the PL spectrum, the r
son for which is unclear at this moment.

Li et al.13 have attributed the poor optical properties
their as-grown samples to several possible reasons, suc
implantation damage, presence of group-V vacancies,
impurities. In the case of our samples, the growth conditio
are essentially the same, except for the manner in which
nitrogen is introduced~dispersive versus direct nitroge
beam!. Hence, this suggests that the concentration
group-V vacancies and impurities is essentially the sa
However, because the PL properties of the samples gr
using the dispersive nitrogen source and the direct nitro
beam are quite different, the group-V vacancies and imp
ties could not be the main mechanism responsible for
poor optical property of the material.

Therefore, it is highly probable in our case that the use

ple
TABLE I. Comparison of sample properties grown under direct nitrogen beam and dispersive nitrogen.

Nitrogen composition and
growth mode

XRD FWHM
~arcsec!

PL FWHM
~meV!

Defect density
~/cm2!

0.6% Dispersive 169 35.6 ;5.4 3 103

Direct beam 201 66.3 ;6.7 3 104

1.0% Dispersive 178 37.8 ;7.8 3 103

Direct beam 223 78.6 ;8.6 3 104

1.3% Dispersive 195 42.4 ;1.0 3 104

Direct beam 251 99.2 ;1.0 3 105
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1367 Wang et al. : Improved GaN xAs1Àx quality 1367
the dispersive nitrogen mode during growth has significan
reduced the effects of implantation damage due to the e
getic nitrogen ions, hence improving the optical quality
the sample. Although the low-energy tail in the PL spectr
has been suppressed by use of the dispersive nitrogen m
the PL peak of GaAsN is not as narrow as expected.
reasons for the broadening and presence of the low-en
tail in the PL spectrum, and ways to improve the optic
property of the material, warrant further investigation of t
growth mechanism. Because the PL measurement was
formed at 4 K, it is probable that the PL emission com
from the radiative recombination of excitons in the uninte
tionally doped GaAsN material, and the low-energy emiss
arises from the defect-related mid-gap energy levels.

Figure 4 compares two typical light microscopy pictur
of the GaAsN surface of samples grown using:~a! the dis-
persive nitrogen growth mode and~b! the direct nitrogen
beam growth mode. This preliminary comparison shows t
the GaAsN sample grown using dispersive nitrogen
fewer defects on the surface than the sample grown with
direct nitrogen beam from the plasma-activated nitrog
source. In fact, from our experience, it is rather difficult
find a view spot with several defects on the surface of
GaAsN sample grown using dispersive nitrogen. On the c
trary, there are many defects on the surface of the GaA
sample grown using the direct nitrogen beam. Some va
of the defect density in samples grown using the direct
trogen beam and dispersive nitrogen are indicated in Tab
It is unclear whether the reduced number of surface def
on the sample grown using dispersive nitrogen was du
the lower bombardment effect of energetic nitrogen ions,

FIG. 3. Low temperature~4 K! PL spectra of as-grown GaAsN epilayer
The solid curve is data from the sample grown with a dispersive nitro
source, and the dashed curve is data from the sample grown using a
nitrogen beam.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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aspect that requires more detailed investigation. Never
less, this observation is in reasonable agreement with the
measurement results.

IV. CONCLUSION

This article reports the demonstration of a modifi
growth technique, which uses dispersive nitrogen from a
activated plasma nitrogen source in conjunction w
SSMBE for the growth of the GaAsN layers on GaAs su
strate. When interrupted by a shutter, the direct nitrog
beam from the plasma source has the effect of minimiz
the bombardment effect of energetic nitrogen ions on
growth surface. XRD and PL results indicate that in terms
luminescence, crystalline, and interface quality, high-qua
GaAsN epilayers can be achieved using this growth mo
Preliminary comparison of light microscopy pictures su
gests that the surface of the GaAsN sample grown using
dispersive nitrogen source has fewer defects compare
that of the sample grown using the direct nitrogen beam
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FIG. 4. Optical microscopy pictures~31000! of the surface of GaAsN epi-
layers grown using:~a! the dispersive nitrogen growth mode and~b! the
direct nitrogen beam growth mode.


